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A  knowledge check. Can you 
predict the distractions and 

frustrations in the room? 
Finding them checks off boxes 
on the right hand side, when 
all are checked - celebration 
confetti - then your return to 
main menu. Where “‘how to 

set up your space” now has a 
check mark.

Animated presentation slide. Online 
education provide students with the 
flexibility to learn anytime, anywhere. 

However, the success of a cyber learning 
environment goes beyond just providing 

access to the Internet and online resources. 

 Thoughtful set up of your workspace and 
  clear communication play a crucial role in

 learning outcomes. Today we will help2
 newly enrolled learning coaches, like you,
 set up the two parts of a cyber learning

environment

Help Ben and Jerry 
create their cyber 

atmosphere

Help Rita and Janet 
set up their cyber 

workspace

Celebration animation 
Then return to main menu

Celebration animation 
Then return to main menu

Main menu 

Help Rita and Janet 
set up their cyber 

workspace

Help Ben and Jerry 
create their cyber 

atmosphere

Conclusion 

When both parts of the learning 
have completion, check marks, 
you will then get the conclusion 

screen

By helping Rita and Janet set 
up their Cyber workspace, and 

Been and Jerry create a 
learner agreement YOU ARE 

NOW READY to make you 
learners cyber environment 

everything you need it to be..

👪 👪

Choose if you’d like to help 
Rita and Janet set up their 
learning workspace or Ben 
and Jerry create a learning 

agreement.

We’ve helped Ben and Jerry 
get clear on their roles and 
learn some management 

strategies. Now it’s time to 
put it all together in a cyber 

learning agreement. 

 prioritizing tasks

Breaking tasks into smaller 
manageable chunks

Encouraging breaks

Learning coach

Learner roles 

Help Ben and Jerry sort out 
these roles on their bulletin 
board in their learner space. 
Pin the role card under the 

correct person.

Jerry wants to help Ben with 
his time management skills. In 
the following scenarios help 

Jerry communicate some 
suggestions to Ben.

Create a schedule / 
routine

Brakes can look like naps 
unstructured time recess, 

lunchtime, our creative time. 
Remember all of cyber schools 
online learning is recorded so 
you kid can go back an watch.

Ben always shows up to live 
lessons late

Use a timer

A visual timer app or hourglass 
can help younger children 

conceptualize time  
increments. And one with a 

sound option can remind them 
to get into their lesson

Setting clear goalsFor younger kids, prioritizing 
by labeling test as AB and C 
helps them understand for 

older With them to set goals, 
short and long-term

Schedules help children 
understand what comes after 
their current activity, and can 

help keep your student, 
focused and engaged in 

learning

Think about what your child 
does every day and create an 

organized schedule that 
includes free time. Can you set 

up cues in your day?

SCENARIO 

Ben, just found out he has a book 
report due next week, and is 

overwhelmed

Breaking a task, like reading, a 
chapter book into small tasks 
like reading a certain number 
of pages each day can help 

your learner not be 
overwhelmed.

You could promise your 
student a movie night if they 
pass their class with a beer 

higher or give them a sticker 
for passing a test or let them 
choose what your family has 
for dinner. If they get an egg 

on that project, you can easily 
motivate your students by 

helping them, create their own 
goals and rewarding them for 

their accomplishment.

While traditional schools 
control their students 
schedules with online 

schooling, your child’s learning 
is up to them and their self 

motivation. It might take time 
for them to discover self-

discipline or when they learn 
creating a learning schedule 

can help them stay on track and 
give them some structure as 
they adjust to online learning.

Ben has a Meltdown
Sometimes your child may still 
struggle through a problem get 
frustrated or show general lack 

of devotion for their 
schoolwork. The scenario 

doesn’t mean that they failed 
given up or struggled with the 
material. It could simply mean 

they need a break.

Knowing the responsibility of 
the learner and learning coach 

can help reduce stress 
improve. Focus make your 

learner more productive can 
improve communication.

• To learn to the best of his or her ability 
• Apply themselves to coursework and learning 
• Be engaged in lessons 
• Ask questions of teachers and seek clarification 
• Complete work in a timely manner 
• Explore personal interest

• To satisfy enrollment requirements 
• Support teacher instruction, and oversee the learners, 

independent practice 
• communicating with teachers 
•  notifying the school of technology issues 
• Notifying the school, if the learner is experiencing difficulty in 

a subject. 

Roles of learning coach, and learner Time management

Jerry wants to help Ben with his time management skills. 

 In the following scenarios help Jerry give some suggestion to help 
Ben with time management 

Breaking tasks  
into smaller chunks

Create a cyber agreement

Create a schedule

Let him cry it out

Encouraging breaks

Introduce him to Cliff Notes

CONCLUSION 

Ben’s face and posture change and 
explainer bubbles appear. 

SCENARIO 

Ben has 10 over due assignments 
and can’t seem to catch up

Do his work for him

Contact the teacher to see if they 
can help Ben get caught up

Prioritize tasks and schedule it

Do nothing he’ll figure it out

Keep making excuses

Make sure Ben knows the schedule

Use a timer

Create a bed routine

Give him coffee

CONCLUSION 

Ben’s face and posture change and 
explainer bubbles appear. 

CONCLUSION 

Ben’s face and posture change and 
explainer bubbles appear. 

Set a goal with rewards

Set cues in your schedule so Ben 
knows what’s coming next

Encouraging breaks and snacks

Suggest coping strategies like 
listening to music  or  getting 

exercise

Make fun of Ben

Listen to Ben, let Ben know you are 
on his side and ask if he wants 

solutions or just to vent for a while

CONCLUSION 

Ben’s face and posture change and 
explainer bubbles appear. 

Ideas for explainer bubbles in conclusions.

Creating a cyber agreement is like seeing the 
individual pieces of a puzzle come together to 

show the whole picture. Let’s help Ben and Jerry 
get crystal clear about their learning.

 You did great helping Ben and Jerry 
craft their learning agreement. Now it’s 
your turn. Download this printable PDF 

and fill yours in today.

Our learning space is: 

Learning 
workspace

Our cues

Our Internet 
rules

Our school 
rules

What 
motivates Ben

👍Jerry says 👎

Ben says 👎👍

• Our learning space is: the blue room

• We know school is in session when 
• We know it’s time to break when 
• We know it’s lunchtime when 
• We know we’re done for the day when 
• We know to shift to parent child role when.

• Bulleted list of made up Ben and Jerry school 
rules

• Bulleted list of made up Ben and Jerry 
internet rules

• Numbered list of things that motivate Ben

📑

Help Rita and Janet decide 
what area of their home would 
be ideal to set up their cyber 

workspace.

What is a cyber workspace?

Help Rita and Janet decide what area of their 
home would be ideal to set up their cyber 

workspace.

Extra roomShared room Bathroom Living roomBedroom

When you click on a 
workspace, you will 

either get a word 
bubble that explains 
why Rita and Janet 

don’t want to go with 
that option or great. 
This is a good option 

because

Rita thinks the living room will 

be too high traffic for Janet to 

do her schoolwork in. Try 
again.

Rita thinks the living 
room will be too high 
traffic of an area for 

Janet to do her 
schoolwork in. Try 

again.

Rita is concerned 
about how doing 

school in her bedroom 
might affect Janet 
sleep. Try again.

Janet is worried about 
the smells in there. Try 

again.

Both Rita and Janet 
think this room is  

perfect.

Janet likes the idea of 
using a corner of the 

shared room. Rita 
thinks there might be 
an even better option. 

Try again.

Cyber workspace necessities

Supplies aren’t 
with in reach

Can’t find 
headphones

Temptation 
toys near by

Dog barking 

Parent talking 
loudly on 

phone

Computer 
problems

Blaring TV

Cyber  distractions / frustrations
Some distractions are 

unavoidable. For instance , 
there is nothing Rita can do 

about the blare of a fire truck. 
Let help Rita predict a few 

distractions/frustrations Janet 
might have in her new cyber 

workspace. 

 Let’s get started. Every time 
you spot a distraction a check 

mark will appear here.  

See how Janet and Rita set up 
the workspace. Hover over 

objects get descriptions and if 
they are supplied by the 

school or not. 

👪👪

Double-
tap to 

enter text

Double-
tap to 

enter text

Double-
tap to 

enter text
Double-
tap to 

enter text

 Internet

 Electric

 Desk

 Chair

 Storage

 Supplies

 Lamp

 Computer

Positioning, 
transition

Positioning, 
transition

Now that the cyber workspace 
is set up let’s help Rita predict 
some possible distractions and 
frustrations that can happen in 

a cyber environment.

Use magnifying glass to 
transition from 

isometric to flat room


